Have you been holding off on transferring some injection molding work
due to concerns on how the process would go?

Why not consider

for your transfers…we will ease your concerns
and make the transfer go smoothly
We have been making some equipment upgrades and have opened up our available capacity, so now is the perfect
time for you to make that “transfer” move.
BUT don’t just take our word for it! Here is a testimonial from one of our customers who used to do all of their
molding “in house”. As their equipment aged and needed to be replaced, they decided to move all of their molding
to an outside source. A total of 18 molds and 31 part numbers.

GAL Manufacturing feels that Plastic Design International is a highly qualified partner when it comes to
making new parts or transitioning old parts using existing tooling. Their technical skills ensure a
complete understanding of the mechanics of existing tooling and very quickly they can look at a drawing,
tooling and know just what questions need to be asked and what processes need to be developed to get the
job done. GAL Manufacturing was in a critical position with our antiquated equipment down and not
able to be repaired. Working with Plastic Design International and their team we were able to get our
tooling up and running on their equipment with no significant loss of production on our end. In addition
to keeping us up and running they also saved us money because we found that running our parts on our
machinery was a more expensive route than having a company whose core business is quality injection
molding.
Chris – Purchasing Manager
When you work with PDI – you will have a “team” working with you to make sure every detail is taken care of, we
get your molds up and running quickly to meet your requirements and make it as smooth and seamless as possible
for your company.
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